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Thanks to taking into account the age features, I have discovered totally 

new qualities during adjusting my biological time. Good co-thinker has 

probably discovered those values already or only reaching to this kind of 

delight, i.e. delight from knowledge that only everlasting life can be more 

beautiful than life. In the process of realisation of this simple truth occur some 

sad tones as-well.  

The first time I relinquished from trip to Italy without visible reason in 

these days, where my beloved lady Marika is in mission right now. I feel that 

this kind of relinquish hardens me towards Everlasting town and the whole 

Italy. I am proud about my trained brother, Haljand Udam, who let himself to 

invite to heaven just in town Rome. The reader remembers that I have been 

24 times to Italy already and believe that my Heavenly Father wishes, that I 

would do it for many times more.  

Three days in Brussels where I was invited the first time, do not console 

me at all. Brussels considers itself the IV + Rome besides Washington. But it 

seems ...  

2. 

 

The next reason why I have stepped aside from our communication, 

good co-thinkers, is the fact that the publisher of my current reflections in 



Germany has roughened the agreement conditions. The present reflection is 

so called private pleasure while thinking about countrymen and is not thought 

for selling. Skilled publisher has decided to legend me, to write into the history 

this way – haa!  

I feel that I have reached the format where the temporary time is used 

less than ca 10%. In this time-space here I have had chance to follow also 

Chinese supreme doctrine being our Lord’s humble student – primarily in the 

context of comparative theology of course. One fine Chinese-Estonian friendly 

investor, who is also the president of International Chinese Friends 

association in Hong-Kong has decided to register to our Family Federation 

Estonia-China International Friendship Association in Tallinn besides 

Confucius Institute.  

 

3. 

 

Meanwhile I have been invited by good Terra Mariana sons to have the 

honour to be honourable Magister Generalis at an order waiting for Pope’s 

sanctification. It is the first brotherhood of indigenous people in the Holy 

Terra Mariana after 800 years of freedom battle. Wisely low profile has been 

held before Pope’s sanctification. Let us pray for those good brothers that 

their enthusiasm could also find the Pope’s confirmation. Finally, there is the 

third ordeal where Our Father has given me to the test. I have become a 

guinea-pig in the clutches of eugenics of the USA and Russia. 

 



For obvious reasons, after the II World War, a lot about eugenics was not 

spoken publicly. For the fortune, anyway the innocent child was not totally 

thrown away with the Nazi ideology washing water. Necessary genealogic 

studies were continued more than a half of a century and only the possibilities 

of DNA era have established a irrefutable basis, from where again became 

possible to step to the public in the results of research. Unfortunately, the 

results of research are not delivered with guinea-pigs. My reflections EUREKA 

EUGENICS can bear only a popular scientific value. 

 

4. 

 

This way could be summed up overview about my activities in the 

period while I did not share my thoughts with You. I believe that You 

understand and forgive this way that we could start to contemplate again. 

 

Welcome to the reflections! 

 

Being subjected of the Holy See, I line up in my thoughts primarily to 

the hug of eternity values of our Lord’s vice heavenly wise invitation. Our 

Pope Franciscus I became elected to the post of the Holy See by the highest 

Conclave in Holy Spirit in front of the self-destroying end of liberal-democratic 

dictatorship, to give once more time to come back under the defence of Holy 

Doctrines. Wicked tongues have named Holy Pope Vatican Lenin for bringing 

the theocratic socialism heavenly word and act to the world and named the 



whole Vatican Smolny. I ordered an evaluation about the human development 

of our Planet from more known honest and public socialist at the place. The 

research of the jurisprudent socialist is seen here – 

http://www.terramariana.ee/web/?%DChiskond:Teokraatliku_sotsialismi_kon

tseptsioon . I am not given the right to judge, but I know that besides 

monastery communes’ communism solidarity ideology is spread in Catholic 

communities, where private property is untouched indeed, but solidarity 

requirement is taking place and regulated, as it was in force for Antique Rome 

already and is survived as in Judaism as-well in Islam. Statistics says that the 

economic figures of 250 Kibuts are higher than the mean of state Israel.  

 

5. 

 

I have enjoyed myself with the thought that if to indicate to the 

thousands of NGOs, who call themselves orders, that in a real order it is 

necessary to give also poverty vow, that means it is necessary to give up 

private property for enjoying about joint property etc.  

I got closely acquainted at the place with some years ago re-established 

Mariengild (Mariengild anno 1407) look www.TerraMariana.ee heading 

Religion. Very pleasant company of the Holy See subjected at the place. Mary 

Earthmen have been good builders, handicraftsmen etc. not depending of their 

rank through times. Is it a very natural position choice for today’s makers, 

isn’t it? Without any bluff reestablishment of legitimacy for the honour of 

previous and future masters and for delight to God and his population. For me, 



as a foreigner at the place, is it not understandable indeed, why indigenous, 

whose genetic memory’s lover back should still remember salve wickers, want 

strongly to play knights’ games, i.e. try to step to the side of occupant slave 

owners. It is said that not a single slave likes another slave and always to wear 

owner’s trousers is wanted. I hope that I am wrong that after 800 years of 

freedom fighting is anyhow reasonable to wear trousers as the owner has. 

Anyhow, the Mariengild brothers have made a very natural choice to be more 

than seemed.  

 

6. 

 

Spread is knowledge that blue-blooded enjoy they’re dying out. More 

exact could be to say that with this knowledge is equipped the whole first rank 

and not only. Theoretically all people of God are aware of the knowledge about 

temporary life in the eternity, but in practice anyhow only selected, that 

means all are invited, but not all are selected. Once more: God’s paths are not 

inexplicable, but His grace is infinite.  

Those who know that they have been always, are now and come again, 

also know in practice that the everlasting life is higher than life. Freedom to 

live in timeless time presumes privileges also in temporary activities. But if 

the time is not this way at the time, then it would be just time to spend simply 

time until the heavenly leadership could be needed again. The seeming dying 

out means that less time is spent to the temporary things and eternity time is 

delighted more. There are strict rules in the eternity hierarchy: if not to fall, 



the demand of giving up from choice freedom is in effect. Knowledge about 

giving up freedom of choice is the general privilege to eternity people.  

 

7. 

 

Level work according what we qualify to the eternity hierarchy in our 

egregor, is based on the knowledge of my level of knowing, that there is not 

anything that we do not believe, there is only what we believe and right that is 

what it is. My level’s supreme privilege is to be student of our heavenly 

Father. 

 

Your brother, Humble student of God, Ioan together with my lady Marika 

Katarina 


